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Abstract: We discuss some aspects of implementing the finite-element method on parallel computers with local 
memory and message passing. In particular, we compare the costs of using high-order and low-order elements and of 
direct and iterative solvers for solving the linear systems that occur. Our model of parallel computation is a 
two-dimensional grid of processors chosen to be similar in shape to the underlying grid. Our main conclusions are that 
use of high-order methods is an effective way to achieve high accuracy for some problems, on both serial and parallel 
computers, and that such methods provide a natural way to achieve efficiency in parallel implementations. In addition, 
we show that sparse direct solvers generalize naturally to methods based on high-order elements, and that direct 
solvers are adequate for two-dimensional problems, especially for multiple load vectors. 
Keywords: Finite-element methods, parallel computations, hp-version, nested dissection, preconditioned conjugate 
gradient. 
1. Introduction 
The finite-element method is a major computational tool of engineering. However, large 
problems, especially in three dimensions, are not practically solvable on present-day serial 
computers. Improvements in computing technology, based on the emergence of large-scale 
parallel architectures, offer the possibility of expanding the set of problems that can be solved 
effectively. Such machines appear attractive for finite-element algorithms, in which the local 
elements provide a natural decomposition of the problem into (partially) independent sets. The 
efficiency of any numerical algorithm implemented on a parallel computer depends on both 
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arithmetic and communication, and many aspects of finite-element computations, most notably 
those involving the solution of systems of equations, are not fully parallel. In this paper, we 
examine two basic issues of finite-element computations: 
(1) a comparison between high-order and low-order basis functions; 
(2) a comparison between direct methods and iterative methods for solving the linear 
algebraic systems that arise. 
We consider three versions of the finite-element method: the standard h-version, which uses 
low-order basis functions and achieves accuracy by refining the mesh; the p-version, which uses 
a fixed mesh and achieves accuracy by using high-order basis functions; and the &-version, 
which combines these two approaches. See [3] for a survey of results for the latter two methods. 
All these techniques produce a set of one or more linear systems of equations where the 
coefficient matrix is the global stiffness matrix. Our strategy for solving these systems in parallel 
is to partition the problem among the available processors and apply local elimination inside 
each processor, so that unknowns “interior” to processors are decoupled from the system, For 
computing the other unknowns, we examine both direct solvers based on the parallel nested 
dissection method [11,12,24] and parallel versions of the conjugate gradient method (CG). The 
latter strategy is related to domain decomposition methods, for which parallel implementations 
using “fast direct” local elimination (which apply only to the h-version) have been considered in 
[9,15,16]. 
For these various choices of basis (shape) functions and solution strategies we perform an 
analysis of the computational complexity of their parallel implementation, and we perform a 
series of numerical experiments that determine the accuracy achieved by the finite-element 
method. Our analysis makes use of a simple model environment. For the finite-element model, 
we consider a very simple geometry (square) and mesh topology (uniform-square mesh), and we 
examine experimentally a simple boundary-value problem (the Neumann problem for the 
Laplace equation). Our model of parallel architecture is a two-dimensional k x k-grid of 
processors with nearest neighbor connections. Each processor has access to its own local 
memory, and data can be communicated only between neighboring processors. These models are 
not precise representations of practical engineering problems or of modern parallel computers. 
Nevertheless, we believe that our model gives a reasonable picture of what can be expected in a 
realistic environment. The aim of the numerical experiments is to establish a practical relation 
between achieved accuracy of the finite-element method and the mesh and degrees of elements in 
our models. Combined with the complexity analysis, these results give a characterization of the 
relation between overall parallel cost and achieved accuracy, from which we can extrapolate 
conclusions about more realistic settings. For experiments on a hypercube with less powerful 
finite-element methods and linear equation solvers than considered here (the h-method and CG 
without local elimination), see [17]. We have restricted our attention to two-dimensional 
problems, which are more accessible from both theoretical and computational points of view 
[4,5]. We remark that our conclusions cannot be simply translated to three-dimensional prob- 
lems, which have very different character. 
An outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we describe the model problem and the 
finite-element methods used for discretization, and in Section 3, we give an overview of the 
computations needed for solution. In Section 4, we present a cost analysis of the solution 
techniques, including direct local elimination and global elimination by both direct methods and 
iterative methods. In Section 5, we combine these results with the results of numerical experi- 
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ments determining the effectiveness of various finite-element methods and iterative solvers to 
assess the overall costs of solution techniques, and in Section 6 we draw conclusions. 
2. The model problem and finite-element discretization 
Consider the model problem 
- ,,& 2ya$ 
au,_ 
an -gv on ati, 
where 0 is a square domain, 
multiloads f,, g, satisfy the 
standard variational form: to 
= f” ona, v=l,..., s, (2.la) 
(2.lb) 
ajk = akj, s is the number of loads (or right-hand sides), and the 
usual solvability conditions. We will cast the problem into the 
seek u, E H’(Q) so that 
(2.2) 
holds for all u E H1( 52), where 
au au 
Bb, u) = i Ja,k&-z dx> 
j,k=l f2 / k 
(2.3a) 
F,(u)=kfvu dx+i-g,u ds, v=l,..., s. (2.3b) 
The solution exists and is unique up to an additive constant. We pose (2.1) on a square domain, 
but our arguments apply in general to any domain that is topologically a square. 
The finite-element method consists of the selection of the subspace S c H1( 52) and computa- 
tion of approximate solutions uy( S) E S that satisfy 
B(u,(S), u) ‘F”(u) VUES. 
The goal is to obtain u,(S) such that 
(2.4) 
]I %@) - us ]I E 6 TV (2.5) 
where ]] u ]I E = B( u, u)l/* is the energy norm and 7 is an a priori given tolerance. One strategy is 
to use a sequence of spaces S(l), I= 1, 2,. . . , and compute ur) until the result satisfies (2.5). We 
restrict our attention to the energy norm, although other measures are sometimes more important 
in practice. 
The quality of the finite-element solution u,(S) and the computational work to compute it, 
depend on the regularity of u, and properties of S, including its dimensionality, which 
determines the size of the linear system to be solved. For solving (2.1) on a k x k-grid of 
processors, we will divide 1(2 into k* quadrilateral “super-elements” D,,, 1 G i, j G k. Each 
super-element Dij is the image of the standard square Y= [ - 1, l] x [ - 1, 11 with vertices Ai 
and sides ri, i = 1, . . . ,4 (see Fig. 1). Let Mij denote the mapping from 9’ onto D,,, which we 
assume is smooth. We associate with 9 a finite-dimensional space Qi which is the span of basis 
functions { +} = { G(O)} U { G(l)} U { +‘*’ } . Here { +“‘} are nodal shape functions associated with 
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Fig. 1. The standard square 9’. 
the vertices { Ai } ,{ G(l) } are side shape functions associated with the sides {c}, and { c$~)} are 
internal shape functions associated with the interior of 9’. A nodal shape function associated 
with Ai is zero on the sides lY_i, r)+2 that are disjoint from Ai (where indices are computed 
modulo 4). A side shape function associated with ri is zero on TX, j # i, and the internal shape 
functions are zero on UC. These functions determine basis functions on the domain Dij under 
composition with M,i’. The basis functions are chosen so that S c H1( L?). See [4] for a 
discussion of the selection of shape functions. 
Some examples of basis functions c#J(~) are as follows: 
(a) Shape functions for the h-uersion. 9’ is divided into triangles as shown in Fig. 2, left. The 
shape functions are the piecewise linear “hat functions”; some examples of the supports of such 
functions are shown in the figure. In an analogous way, we can divide 9’ into squares and use 
piecewise bilinear shape functions (Fig. 2, right). 
(b) Shape functions for the p- and hp-versions. For the p-version, there are 4 nodal shape 
functions which are bilinear. For p >, 2 there are 4( p - 1) side shape functions. For example, for 
the side TJ = - 1 the shape function of degree j in 5 is #‘(t, n) = +8,(5)(1 - n), where 
0,(,$) = /clli( t) dt and 1, is the Legendre polynomial of order j. The internal shape functions 
are given by the tensor product of the functions {P;}. We denote this set of shape functions by 
Q p, in accordance with [lo]. It is possible to restrict the number of internal shape functions to 
Fig. 2. Supports of some shape functions for the h-version with triangular and square elements. 
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Fig. 3. Distribution of unknowns on super-elements. 
i( p - 2)( p - 3) for p 2 4 (and zero otherwise), so that the span contains the complete set of 
polynomials of degree p. There is then a total of 4p + (for p 2 4) $( p - 2)( p - 3) basis 
functions. These shape functions, the “serendipity elements” [lo], will be denoted by QL. This set 
is used in the commercial code PROBE [22,23]. For the hp-version, 9 is first divided into 
squares, and the p-version shape functions are used on each square. 
(c) Shape functions for spectral methods [19,21]. On every side of 9, define p + 1 Lobatto 
quadrature points tj and polynomials ei( t) such that O,(tj) = a,,, the Kronecker 6. The shape 
functions of @ are then the tensor product functions G~~([, n) = 0,(,$)0,( 71). It is straightforward 
to divide these functions into groups of nodal, side and internal shape functions. 
Using the basis functions of @, we can easily construct a basis for the space S from the 
functions defined on { Di, } . Let these be denoted { qi } , so that u,(S) = Cjxjy)~j, I$( #j) = y,‘“), 
and (2.4) reduces to a system of linear equations 
Gx’“’ +“’ 
, (2.6) 
where G is the Gram matrix [yij] with yij = B( #i, #j). The unknowns x(‘) can be visualized as 
located in the nodal points, sides and interiors of Dij as in Fig. 3. 
Remark 1. Although the approximation properties of the finite-element method are governed 
only by the span of the shape functions, the condition number of the stiffness matrix G and, 
therefore, the effectiveness of CG, depend strongly on the choice of shape functions. (See [4].) 
Remark 2. There are other sets of shape functions that result in the same span (see, e.g., the code 
STRIPE [l]). 
3. Overview of computations 
We would like to compute u,(S) to the desired accuracy at the lowest possible cost, in terms 
of work and storage. Thus, we wish to understand the connection between the error 11 u,(S) - 
u, 11 n and the cost of computing u,(S). This will depend on the choice of S and its basis, the 
regularity of the solution u,, the method of linear system solution, and the computer architec- 
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ture. In this section, we give an overview of the required computations. They can be divided 
conceptually into the following five steps: 
Step 1. Computation of local stiffness matrices and local load vector(s). The Gram matrix and 
load vectors of (2.6) are linear combinations of local stiffness matrices (or local load vectors), 
defined on the individual super-elements Djj. The local stiffness computations entail quadratures 
to evaluate B(u, v) and F,(v) on Dji. We will not consider global assembly of G, but instead 
will examine local eliminations prior to assembly. Hence, these computations are fully paralleliz- 
able. 
Step 2. Local elimination. The local matrices and load vectors can be written in block form 
(34 
A corresponds to the connections among internal unknowns in a super-element, except for those 
adjacent to the boundary of &!, where A also includes connections among all side and nodal 
unknowns not associated with other super-elements, C corresponds to connections among 
unknowns on the boundary of Di,, i.e., nodal and side unknowns, and B corresponds to 
connections between interior and boundary unknowns. The structure, e.g., sparsity, of A, B and 
C depends on the choice of shape functions. For example, the h-version produces sparse matrices 
and the p-version leads to full matrices. For any methods, the interior unknowns can be 
decoupled from those on the domain interfaces by computing the Schur complement 
&-C- BTA-‘B, (3.2) 
and modifying all local load vectors similarly by 
c^+c-BTA-lb. (3.3) 
All these computations are fully parallelizable. For the h-version, explicit local elimination is 
performed using the serial nested dissection method [13,14], and for the p-version, dense 
elimination is used. 
Step 3. Interface solution. We define the global interface matrix G to be the coefficient matrix 
of the linear system for the unknowns on the domain interfaces after the interior unknowns are 
decoupled from the system. Interface load vectors g are defined analogously. G is computed 
explicitly by adding components of the local stiffness matrices after local elimination (3.2). The 
result is one or more systems of linear equations of the form 
&v = g, (3.4) 
which must be solved for the interface unknowns v corresponding to the load vector g. 
Step 4. Local backsolves. For any super-element Dlj, let vii denote the component of u on the 
boundary of Dij determined from the solution of (3.4). The interior values uij are then obtained 
by solving (in parallel for all super-elements) the local system Auij = b - Bvij. 
Step 5. Postprocessing. After determining all solutions corresponding to different load vectors, 
it is usually necessary to determine the values of interest. This is done on an interelement level, 
and we do not consider it here. 
Remark 3. Many aspects of the finite-element method affect the conditioning and eigenvalue 
distribution of G but not its nonzero structure. In particular, the nonzero structure is the same 
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for different choices of shape functions (e.g., QP or QL), and for different types of quadrilateral 
elements (e.g., curved vs. straight). The costs of direct solvers and of one CG step are 
independent of these choices, but the performance of CG is not. Similarly, for meshes with 
refinement, the nonzero structure of G^ could be similar but not identical to that considered here, 
but conditioning could be very different. 
4. Cost analysis 
In this section, we give a detailed cost analysis for the two-dimensional model problem. For 
the finite-element method, we compare the h-version, the p-version, and the @-version as 
discretizations inside super-elements. For the h- hp-versions, we that there n* 
quadrilateral We will that n/k an integer, k2 is number of 
so that processor deals (n/k)* elements. solving on domain 
interfaces, compare the of direct based on parallel implementation the 
nested method, with of iterative using CG. will examine without 
preconditioning the local could be as a and use 
a submatrix the interface as a We will distinguish between 
cases of and more one right-hand 
In our we state cost of in terms number of 
multiplications/divisions. are essentially one-to-one correspondence 
these.) For communication, we that a can communicate 
all of neighbors simultaneously, at any moment, data move in one 
direction two processors. costs are in terms “items of 
We make simplifying assumption blocks of of arbitrary can be 
(sizes will chosen to algorithms), but send entails startup cost. do not 
overlapping arithmetic communication. 
4. Local computations 
fully local local stiffness (Step l), (Step 2), 
backsolve (Step are performed in every For simplicity, assume 
that super-elements have same structure. D denote super-element. For h- and 
D is into an X m-grid local quadrilateral where m n/k and 
is the of processors. the p-version, subdivision of is made. 
local stiffness and load are performed quadratures on The 
complexity on the of basis but it depends strongly the cost 
evaluating the ajk and f,, g, (2.1), and, curved quadrilaterals used, the 
JM,, . Since these costs cannot be stated too precisely, we limit our attention to orders of 
magnitude. 
(a) The h-version with bilinear elements. The local stiffness matrix is sparse, symmetric and of 
order (m + l)*, with 9 diagonals. Each entry comes from O(1) quadratures, so a total of c1m2 
operations is needed, where ci is strongly dependent on the coefficients and Jacobian. Similarly, 
computation of the load vector requires c2m operations where c2 depends on f and g. We 
estimate that reasonable values of ci and c2 are 50-100. In special cases (such as constant 
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coefficients), the operation count reduces to essentially zero because the same stencil appears in 
all elements. 
(b) Thep- and hp- uersions. For the p-version, D is not subdivided, and for shape functions of 
type Qi, the local stiffness matrix is full of order 4p + (for p > 4) i( p - 2)( p - 3). Practical 
values of p are about 6-10. To achieve reasonable accuracy when the coefficients ati or Jacobian 
are not close to a constant, Gauss quadratures with (a~)~ quadrature points are used where 
(Y > 1. The computation of the one-dimensional shape functions on crp points needs c3p2 
operations, and the construction of the local stiff matrix needs cap4 operations, where c4 = 5 to 
1. In addition, there are 3p2 evaluations of coefficients a,, and Jacobians, resulting in a total cost 
of c4p4 + csp2 operations. It is often the case that c5p 2 is larger than the first term, so a 
reasonable estimate for the total cost is cp4 where c = 1. For the hp-version, these costs are 
multiplied by m2, except in the special case of constant coefficients. For the spectral-element 
method with quadratures based on Lobatto points, the local stiffness computations are of order 
P3 P91. 
The local eliminations are performed by some version of Gaussian elimination, e.g., making 
use of a factorization A = LLT. It is.possible to give precise specification of the costs. For the 
p-method, local elimination can be described as a set of dense block matrix operations, where the 
blocks are as in (3.1). 
Algorithm 1. Local elimination and backsolve. 
Elimination: 
Step a. Cholesky factorization A = LLT; 
Step b. block forward solve B +- L-‘B; 
Step c. update C + C - iTi; 
Step d. forward elimination for each load vector b: 6 + L-lb and c^ +- c - iTi; 
Backsolve: 
Step e. given boundary values u, compute interior values u + LpT( 6 - BzI). 
Steps a-c are independent of the number of load vectors; Steps d and e are performed for each 
load vector. Note that this algorithm must be combined with computation of the interface 
unknowns, which takes place between Steps d and e. 
For the h-version, the matrices A, B and C are sparse, and we consider use of the nested 
dissection method, where the rows and columns of A are ordered to minimize fill-in, see [13]. 
(See also Section 4.2 for a parallel version used for elimination on the super-element interfaces.) 
For the hp-method, Algorithm 1 is applied in serial to each element of D to decouple the internal 
unknowns of local elements from those on local interfaces, and then it is applied using a nested 
dissection ordering to eliminate the local interfaces. 
The following result summarizes the floating-point multiplication counts for internal elimina- 
tion. A proof is given in the Appendix. 
Theorem 4. The high-order multiplication counts of the local elimination used for two-dimensional 
problems are 
m2(&p6 + &p’ + gp” + gp’) + (qm3p3 - +m2p3 - 17m2p2 log, m), 
for factorization, and 
m2(+p4 + $p3) + ( ym2p2 log, m), 
for forward and back substitutions. 
(4.1) 
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For both the expressions of this result, the first term in the sum comes from treating the 
internal unknowns on each of m* local elements in D, and the second term comes from treating 
local element interfaces inside D. Note that the factorization is performed only once, whereas the 
forward- and back-solvers are performed once for each load vector. Also note that for practical 
values of p, the 0( p6) term is not the governing one. 
On a serial computer, all computations are local and costs are summarized by the following 
result. 
Theorem 5. The high-order multiplication counts for serial faCtOriZatiOn are 
n*(&p6+ hp5+ sp"- sp3)+($$3p3- +n2p3-17n2p2 log, n). 
The costs are slightly lower than those obtained by replacing m with n in Theorem 4 because 
the serial algorithm achieves some savings near the boundaries (see [13]). The proof is essentially 
the same as that of Theorem 4. 
Remark 6. As noted above, the first terms in these results come from treating the internal shape 
functions. These formulas are for &-type elements, where there are $( p - 2)( p - 3) internal 
shape functions (for p 2 4). For the Q,-type elements, there are (p - l)* internal shape 
functions, so that the first terms would be larger. (For example, &p6 would be replaced by ip”.) 
For the h-version (p = l), the first terms are zero. 
Remark 7. The Schur complement c^ constructed in Step c of Algorithm 1 can be interpreted as 
the local stiffness matrix for the shape functions associated with super-element interfaces. (This 
process is often referred to as condensation.) Let the condition number for c^ and the original 
matrix C (both of which are singular) be defined as hmax/h2, where X2 is the smallest nonzero 
eigenvalue. C has very different conditioning properties from the original matrix C (see [l]). For 
example, for p = 8 and type Ql, (on one square), the condition numbers are 203 for C and 16.7 
for C. 
Remark 8. The properties of c^ depend on the choice of shape functions. For example, Table 1 
shows the condition numbers of C for the QP and Qj elements on one square. 
4.2. Parallel direct solution for interfaces 
After the internal unknowns are decoupled from the system, the result is one or more systems 
of equations of the form (3.4) whose unknowns are associated only with super-element interfaces. 
This situation is depicted in Fig. 4. To simplify the analysis, we assume that the number k of 
Table 1 
Condition numbers of local stiffness matrices for two different bases 
p=5 p=9 p=13 
15.5 28.0 39.8 
9.3 17.3 23.4 
p=17 p = 21 
51.3 62.5 
30.7 37.8 
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Fig. 4. Configuration of unknowns after local elimination. 
processors in each dimension is a power of two. If D denotes a super-element associated with 
some processor, let d denote the number of unknowns on each side of D, including one nodal 
unknown. Thus, each (interior) super-element has 4d unknowns associated with it, where 
unknowns lying on a node are associated with four super-elements, and those on an edge are 
associated with two. Conceptually, whether these unknowns come from the h-, p- or hp-versions 
of the finite-element method is irrelevant; we simply have d = mp for all methods. An entry Gjj 
is nonzero if unknowns i and j are associated with a common subdomain. It has been shown in 
[11,12,24] that these unknowns can be computed with O(1) efficiency using the parallel nested 
dissection method. In this section, we give a high-level description of this algorithm and 
summarize its costs. A detailed description is given in the Appendix. 
The method consists of log, k steps, described loosely as follows. At the t th step, a set of four 
domains from step t - 1, each containing 46, boundary unknowns, is merged into a larger 
domain D(l), and a K, X K,-processor grid is used to decouple the interior unknowns of D(‘) from 
the boundary unknowns. (See Fig. 5, left.) This procedure is repeated recursively, with a,+, = 26, 
and K, = 2’. For example, the original k2 super-element domains { D!;’ 11 G i, j < k} (one per 
processor) each contain 6, = d boundary unknowns on each edge. These k2 domains are 
grouped into (ik)2 square sets containing four domains each, where in each set the four domains 
are contiguous at one node. Then, simultaneously for each set, the four domains are merged into 
a larger domain, resulting in a set of (i k) 2 new domains { D/,? ) 1 < i, j 6 : k } each containing 
26, boundary unknowns per edge and residing on a K~ X K~ = 2 X 2-grid of processors. 
Algebraically, “merging” of subdomains means assembling four stiffness matrices local to the 
subdomains { D(‘- i) } into a new stiffness matrix for D([) (and analogues for load vectors). As in 
[ll], let the unknowns for the merged domain D (I) be divided into pr sets each of size 
approximately S,, where for 1 < t G log, k - 2, pt = 12. The distribution of unknowns is as in 
Fig. 5, left. In the last two steps, there are fewer boundary unknowns (or none at all): 
plog k_ 1 = 8 and plog k = 4. In this discussion, we focus on the case t G log, k - 2. Let the interior 
unknowns be labeled with the integers 1 through 4, and the the boundary values labeled 5 
through 12. The stiffness matrix for Dcr) is then a block 12 x 12-matrix, denoted by Scr) (Fig. 5, 
right). Contributions to each of the blocks of S(l) come from the parts of the local matrices from 
the previous step whose subdomains are associated with the block. For example, S:i) contains 
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approximate nonzero structure of its local matrix S(l). 
contributions from the local matrices for subdomain D{i-” and subdomain Dji-“. Merging 
consists of redistributing the four local stiffness matrices from four separate ~,_i X K,_,-grids to 
one K, X K,-grid, and then summing the contributions to Set). 
As usual for the nested dissection method, the interior unknowns of each merged domain Dct) 
form a cross (Fig. 5, left). To examine the decoupling of the interior points of Dct) from its 
boundary, we temporarily drop the index t from the discussion, letting D represent a domain at 
some step t G log, k - 2. The decoupling is based on parallel block Gaussian elimination. In an 
implementation, it would be necessary to identify the twelve sets of unknowns precisely, 
specifying in particular how points on the boundary of two or more sets (such as the center of 
the cross) are labeled. We avoid the precise identification, instead deriving an upper bound for 
the costs by considering a matrix S with a simpler structure: we take S to be a block 
12 x 12-matrix with square blocks whose nonzero blocks are those explicitly identified in Fig. 5. 
These blocks are taken to be dense of order S.’ Algorithm 2 is a version of the factorization, 
block forward solve and update steps (analogues of Steps a-c of Algorithm 1) used to eliminate 
the first four blocks of S. At each step, it is applied simultaneously to all the local matrices S 
associated with domains D for that step. The algorithm takes advantage of sparsity and 
symmetry by operating only on nonzero entries of the block upper triangle of S. At the end of 
this computation, the lower right 8 X g-block is to be merged with three others at the next step. 
Algorithm 2. Eliminate a cross for nested dissection. 
for i = 1 to 4 
factor Sji into Lj, Lz 
for j = i + 1 to pt 
if ( Si, f 0) S, j +-- L,; ‘S, j 
end 
Cholesky factorization 
block forward solves 
’ The true local matrix for D resembles S, but some diagonal blocks have order S - 1 instead of S, and some other 
offdiagonal blocks have nonzero rows or columns. For example, if the center of the cross is placed in set number 1, 
then there is a nonzero row in the (1,6) block. It is straightforward to show that the operation counts are higher for 
this simplified matrix S. 
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for j = i + 1 to & 
for k=j to pt 
if ( Sjj # 0 and Si, # 0) Sjk + Sjk - Sj$, 
end 
end 
end 
matrix-matrix product 
(for update) 
The factorization step of the parallel nested dissection is now described by the following 
algorithm, each step of which is performed on a K, X K,-grid of processors. 
Algorithm 3. Factorization by parallel nested dissection. 
for t= 1 to log, k 
Local assembly: assemble SC’): merge the four subdomains from step t - 1 by redistributing 
and adding four local submatrices. 
Eliminate the interior cross: apply Algorithm 2 with S = SC’). 
end 
The costs are determined from the individual costs of the merge and the large scale 
computations of the factorization (Cholesky factorization, block forward solve and, matrix-ma- 
trix product) on a K~ X q-processor grid. In our complexity analysis (here and in the remainder 
of the section), we assume that mp > 2 and k > 4. The first assumption means that the problem 
is not very small relative to the number of processors, and the second means that the processor 
grid contains some interior processors. The following result gives an upper bound for the costs of 
Algorithm 3; a proof is given in the Appendix. 
Theorem 9. The global matrix G can be factored using the parallel nested dissection algorithm with 
cost 
$m3p3k - $m3p3 log, k - ym3p3, arithmetic, 
Frnzp2k _ qrnzp2 log2 k _ Frnzp2, communication, 
322k - 326 log, k - 275, startups. 
As in Steps a-c of Algorithm 1, this computation is independent of the number of load 
vectors. It remains to specify the costs of the global forward elimination and back substitution, 
which we assume are performed in serial order, once for each load vector. For a single load 
vector b = b(‘) local to Dct), the forward elimination and back substitution are as follows. 
Algorithm 4. Forward elimination and back substitution. 
Forward elimination Back substitution 
for i = 1 to 4 for i = 4 to 1 
b, + L,; ‘bi bi + 0 
for j = i + 1 to pt for j = i + 1 to pr 
if ( Sii f 0) bj + bj - S;Tb, if (Sij#O) bit 
end end 
end b, +- L,-Tb, 
end 
b, - Sijbj 
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The global eliminations consist of log, k steps of these two computations. We discuss only the 
forward elimination; the costs for the back substitution are identical. 
Algorithm 5. Global forward elimination. 
for t=l tolog, k 
Local assembly: assemble b(‘): merge the four load vectors from step t - 1. 
Eliminate the interior cross: apply Algorithm 4 with S = Set) and b = b(‘). 
end 
The following result gives the costs of the forward and back solves; see the Appendix for a 
proof. Note that the asymptotic cost of arithmetic is 0( n2pz/k), which is suboptimal. (The serial 
cost is 0(n2p2 log, n), as in the second term of (4.1) with m = n.) See, e.g., [18] for discussions 
of efficient parallel triangular solution schemes. 
Theorem 10. The cost of forward solves and back substitution for the parallel nested dissection 
algorithm applied to s load vectors is 
6m2p2k + :(33s - 6)m2p2 log, k - (18s + 6)m2p2, arithmetic, 
33mpk - (38s - 3O)mp log, k - (28s + 26)mp, communication, 
66k + (76s - 6O)log, k - (56s + 52), startups. 
Finally, the storage requirements for local elimination and parallel nested dissection are 
outlined in the following result. See the Appendix for a proof. 
Theorem 11. The high-order storage requirements per processor for local elimination combined with 
global elimination by parallel nested dissection are 
($m2p4 + a3m2p3) + $m”p’ log, m, for local elimination, 
30m2p2 log, k, for global elimination, 
where the parenthesized term applies only for p >, 4. 
Here, we are ignoring pointer overhead and some temporary storage that facilitates pipelining 
in Algorithm 2 (see the proof of Lemma A.2 in the Appendix). 
4.3. Parallel conjugate gradient for interfaces 
In this section, we outline the costs of a parallel implementation of CG for solving the global 
system (3.4). Given an initial guess v,,, CG consists of the following iteration, whose major 
computations are listed at the right. 
Algorithm 6._The preconditioned conjugate gradient method (PCG). 
ro+g- GVO, f. 6 M-lro, Pot&b, 
T- 
70 + ro ro 
for i = 0 untilAconvergence do 
wi + Gvi matrix-vector product 
7); * PTWi, (yi + ri/77i inner product 
xi+l + xi + ‘yipi scalar-vector product 
r r+l + rj - aiwi scalar-vector product 
5+1 + M-‘r;, 1 preconditioning 
7i+1 + riT,lfi+l, Pi + ‘i+l/‘i inner product 
Pi+1 + ri+l + P;P, scalar-vector product 
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Fig. 6. Data distribution and local matrix structure for CG. 
Thus, each iteration requires one (parallel) matrix-vector product, one preconditioning solve 
Mr” = r, two inner products and three scalar-vector products. We consider unpreconditioned CG 
(i.e., where M is the identity operator), as well as using preconditioning by a sparse approxima- 
tion of 6. 
Our strategy for distribution of data (except the preconditioner) is depicted in Fig. 6. Each 
processor P is associated with a super-element D. For any vector u associated with the boundary 
of D, P contains in its local memory the entries of u on the north and east boundaries, excluding 
the northwest and southeast entries. For most processors there are 2d - 1 such values, where 
d = mp. (Exceptions are the top row and right column of processors in the grid, which contain no 
north boundary and no east boundary, respectively. They perform less work than the other 
processors and are idle some of the time.) The vector u is divided into four disjoint components: 
ui for the 2d - 1 entries stored locally in P, and u,, u, and uSw for the elements of u stored in 
the processors to the left, below and below left of P. Let A denote the local matrix for D after 
local elimination. A is a dense 4d x 4d-matrix, but we adopt the convention that the block 
diagonals of A are assembled to reflect the locations of unknowns. That is, if A is the local 
matrix for the super-element of processor P, then all entries of the diagonal blocks A,,, A,,, 
and A,,,,, are assembled in the processors where (respectively) u,, u, and u,, reside. In P, the 
contents of A,,, A,,, and A,,,s, are zero. This produces savings in both work per step and 
storage. With this convention, there are 14d2 - 1 nonzeros in A. 
The costs of the matrix product and vector operations are as follows (here d = mp): 
Matrix-vector product y +- Ax: 14d2 arithmetic and 4( d + 1) communication, with 4 
startups. This is determined from the following steps of arithmetic and communication, 
whose costs are listed on the right: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
in parallel: send x, east, x, north 
and xSw north; 
send x,, east; 
compute y + Ax; 
send yS, west; 
in parallel: send yw west, y, south 
and y,, south; 
1 startup, send d words; 
1 startup, send 1 word; 
14d2 - 1 arithmetic; 
1 startup, send 1 word; 
1 startup, send d words. 
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Inner product 7 + CaU domains xTy: 2d - 1 arithmetic, and 2k communication and 2k startups 
to accumulate the sum and distribute it to all processors. 
Scalar-vector product y + (YX for scalar (Y: 2d - 1 arithmetic and no communication. 
For the preconditioner M, we consider a symmetric permutation of the matrix 
G 0 ( i 0 I’ (4.2) 
where G” is a global interface matrix corresponding to a subset of the unknowns on the 
boundaries of the global interfaces. For example, one could choose the corner unknowns of all 
super-elements, plus one unknown from each side of every super-element, so that 6 has the form 
of a low-order operator approximating 6. The permutation maps the specified unknowns to the 
lowest indices in the natural way. Suppose d< d unknowns per side are used to define the 
preconditioner. Then the costs of applying and storing the preconditioning operator are obtained 
by replacing mp with d” in Theorems 10 and 11. Hence, the costs of CG are as follows. 
Theorem 12. The cost per step for CG without preconditioning is 
14m2p2 + 1Omp - 6, arithmetic, 
2mp + 4k + 6, communication, 
4k+4, startups. 
The additional cost per step for preconditioning by (4.2) is (for d > 2) 
6J2k + yJ2 log, k - 24, arithmetic, 
33Jk - 8d” log, k - 54, communication, 
66k + 16 log, k, startups. 
The storage requirements (not including those for local elimination) are 14m2p2 + 20mp without 
preconditioning (for A, X, r, p and w), and an additional 30m2 log, k + 4mp with preconditioning 
(for G” in factored form and F). 
There is also a preprocessing cost for factoring G”, obtained by replacing mp with L? in Theorem 
9. Note that the efficiency of the unpreconditioned algorithm approaches one as the problem size 
grows. 
An implementation of unpreconditioned CG (with benchmarks on a hypercube) that com- 
putes an extra inner product but decreases the startup overhead of inner products is presented in 
[171. 
Remark 13. When elements and super-elements are the same and the hp-version is used, then the 
preconditioning operator G” corresponds to the p = 1 basis functions. In this case, the conver- 
gence rate is independent of the number of elements [6]. 
5. Numerical experiments 
In this section, we describe the results of numerical experiments for solving a model problem, 
and we combine these results with the cost analysis of the previous section to estimate parallel 
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Fig. 7. Accuracy of the finite-element solutions. 
costs. Consider the model problem 
Au=0 on Ic2= [O,l] x [OJ], (5.la) 
!p(x,, 0) = $(O, x2) = 0, &(x1> ) = &bl)~ go9 x2) = g2b2L 
(5 .lb) 
where g are determined so that the solution is 
u(xi, x2) = Re((a2 + ,r’)-’ + (a’- z”)-‘) - 2K2, a > 1, z =x1 + ix,. 
Note that u is a harmonic function with a singularity at z = f a, z = f ia so that the solution 
becomes less smooth as a + 1. The parameter a characterizes the regularity of the solution. This 
model problem is a characteristic one for many problems in structural mechanics, where the 
solution has a singularity in a known location (e.g., at a corner or the top of a crack). Increasing 
the strength of the singularity results in lower achieved accuracy on a uniform mesh. Hence, we 
consider two versions of this model: Problem 1, with a = 1.1, and Problem 2, with a = 1.05. In 
general, the use of a uniform mesh for problems of the type (5.1) is more favorable to low-degree 
elements than high-degree elements because of the lower costs of low-degree elements. It has 
been shown in [4,5] that proper mesh refinement leads to an exponential convergence rate when 
the Q-version is used. All finite-element computations were made by the code PROBE [2] on an 
Apollo 3000D in double precision. 
Figure 7 shows the accuracy 1) u(S) - u 11 Jll u 11 n obtained using elements of degree p and 
n x n-element grids with n = 2, 4 and 8, to solve (5.1) for the two choices a = 1.1 and a = 1.05. 
To get data for finer grids, we used the asymptotic values of the slopes of these curves to 
extrapolate to values for n = 16 and IZ = 32. In the figure, the extrapolated results are indicated 
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by dotted lines. The figure shows that higher accuracy is achieved with higher p. It also shows 
that this phenomenon is less pronounced for the less smooth solution (Problem 2, on the right). 
In particular, for Problem 2, the curves for all values of p are closer together for small n and the 
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Fig. 9. Parallel costs of finite-element solutions, k = 8. 
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slopes for high p are less steep. These observations are in accordance with the theory developed 
in [5,7]. 
For use with the complexity analysis of the previous section, we extrapolated the results in a 
second way as follows. We treated this problem as though it is a subproblem of a larger one 
discretized on a 4n x 4n-element grid, in which Q is & of a larger domain. That is, our operation 
counts are for a problem posed on a domain with four times as many elements in each direction, 
but in which the accuracy is as in Fig. 7. Thus, in the following, we consider n x n-element grids 
with n = 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128. Figure 8 graphs accuracy as a function of cost for serial 
computations, for direct solves using several choices of finite-element method and the two values 
of a. Compared with Fig. 7, the curves of this figure are closer together (and even intersect), 
reflecting the higher computational costs of high-degree basis functions. In addition, this figure 
shows again that low-degree basis functions are more effective for nonsmooth problems (Prob- 
lem 2) than for smooth problems (Problem l), especially if low accuracy is sufficient. (We 
underline that this is for the case of uniform meshes.) 
For examining parallel costs, unless otherwise specified, we fix the costs of arithmetic and 
communication as follows. A floating-point multiplication is normalized to take one unit of time. 
Communication is 10 times faster than arithmetic but incurs a startup cost equal to the time 
required to perform 10 floating-point multiplications (or send 100 words). Thus, n words of data 
can be sent to a neighbor in 10 + 0.1 n units of time.* We will also examine some cases with 
slower communication and faster startup. 
Figures 9-12 show the costs of parallel direct solves for several values of available parameters. 
Figure 9 shows accuracy as a function of cost for direct solution on 64 processors arranged in an 
8 X g-grid (k = 8), for a = 1.1 and a = 1.05. Comparison of Figs. 8 and 9 shows that the parallel 
computations have essentially the same characteristics as the serial computations, i.e., for smooth 
solutions, high-order basis functions are generally superior, and for nonsmooth solutions, 
high-order functions are better if high accuracy is needed, but that low-order functions are useful 
if low accuracy is sufficient. Figure 10 shows the costs to achieve accuracy of both 10% and l%, 
for values of k ranging from 1 to 64. This figure shows that addition of processors results in 
decreases in cost until the local problem size becomes too small, after which startup overhead 
causes total costs to go up with more processors. 
Figure 11 shows the speedups achievable for different choices of finite-element discretization, 
for k = 8 and k = 32. The upper bound on speedup, k*, is indicated by dashed lines. The 
maximal speedup is slightly greater than half these upper bounds (giving efficiency of about 
50%). The main reason for this is that the interface factorization (Algorithms 2 and 3), whose 
costs dominate these computations, run only at about 50% efficiency. In particular, each part of 
Algorithm 2 suffers from loss of efficiency: in the Cholesky factorization step, computations are 
duplicated in the upper and lower triangle of the processor grid; in the block forward solve step, 
2 These are approximations to observed times on both the Intel iPSC and Ncube hypercube parallel processors, see 
below. The data for the commercial machines comes from [18, p.5711, where “multiplication” means “multiply and 
add” (so that these measures are consistent with our “multiplication”). 
Ratio of costs Model iPSC Ncube 
Communication/Multiplication 0.1 0.14 0.30 
Startup/Multiplication 10 15.8 11 
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Fig. 10. Parallel costs for fixed accuracy and varying k (Problem 1). 
only about half the processors are actually computing; and in the matrix-matrix product step, 
the symmetric matrix Sjk is computed in its entirety. (See the Appendix for details.) A secondary 
reason is that the parallel dissection cannot take advantage of lower costs near the boundary as 
well as the serial version; this is reflected in the difference between the coefficient of m3p3 in 
Theorem 9 with that of n3p3 in Theorem 5. By our convention, more computations are fully local 
k=8 (max=6) 
“16 116 216 316 416 516 
n 
Fig. 11. Speedups for k = 8 and k = 32. 
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Fig. 12. Costs for two other models of parallel costs, k = 8 (Problem 1). 
for higher values of p, so that maximal speedup is achieved for smaller element grids for these 
values. If p + co, then local costs would dominate and efficiency would approach 100%. 
In Fig. 12, we examine the effects of communication speed and startup cost. This data is for 
one problem (Problem 1, a = 1.1) and two choices of p, p = 1 and p = 6. For the curves labeled 
“Model,” parameters have the same values as our standard model, from which Figs. 9-11 are 
generated. “Slow communication” corresponds to communication speed equal to arithmetic 
speed (i.e., ten times slower than the standard model), with startup cost as in the model. “Fast 
startup” is for startup cost equal to the cost of one multiplication (i.e., ten times faster than in 
the model) and communication speed as in the model. These results show that the (relatively 
high) cost of startups significantly degrades performance for low p, even though startups are a 
lower order overall cost; the effect of startup on the higher p = 6 is much smaller. The effect of 
communication speed in these ranges is minor. These results agree with observations made in [16] 
for p = 1, although it is also known that for very large problems, communication costs, which are 
of lower order than arithmetic costs, will be negligable [17]. 
For CG, the standard bound on the error at the jth step has the form [2] 
(5 02) 
Here, I] e(j) ]I E = ]I u(j) - u(S) ]I E, the energy norm of the discrete error at the jth CG iteration, 
and the decay factor 1 - p depends on the iteration matrix. (For uniform eigenvalue distribu- 
tions, p = (condition number) -‘I2 )_ We study the performance of CG and PCG by examining its 
performance for p E (0, l), for solving the two model problems with an accuracy comparable to 
that achieved with a direct solver. 
In particular, let the desired accuracy be 1%. From the data used to produce Fig. 7, we find 
that this accuracy is achieved for Problem 1 when (for example) p = 2, n2 = 1024, or p = 6, 
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Fig. 13. Comparison of conjugate gradient and direct solves for one load vector, k = 8. 
n2 = 64 and for Problem 2 
direct methods, we simulate 
the four choices 
when p = 4, n 2 = 1024, or p = 8, n2 = 100. As in our analysis of 
a finer grid by replacing n with 4~7. Therefore, we examine CG for 
Problem 1: p=2, n=128 and p=6, n=32, 
Problem 2: p = 4, n = 128 and p = 8, n = 40. 
From (5.2), approximately j = (log e)/log(l - p) iterations are needed to bound the relative 
error 11 e(j) 11 Jll e(O) I( n by e. We use this estimate on iteration counts, with the choice E = 10e3, 
to determine the costs of achieving approximately 1% accuracy. Multiplying these iteration 
counts by the cost per step (taken from Theorem 12) gives the overall cost of CG. For a 
preconditioner, we consider the use of a submatrix of the global interface matrix 6 correspond- 
ing to the nodal unknowns on the super-elements, plus one side unknown from every side of the 
super-elements (so that d”= 2 in Theorem 12). 
Figure 13 compares the cost of CG and PCG with those of the direct solvers, for solving the 
two problems with one load vector on an 8 X &processor grid. The results show that if the decay 
factor 1 - p is much less than one, then CG and PCG will be more efficient than direct solvers, 
but that the two classes of methods become comparable in cost as p, + 0. They also indicate that 
the overhead for low-order type preconditioners is not a significant extra expense. (For the 
problems considered, the number of points mp on each interface boundary is at least 40, much 
larger than d”= 2.) Figure 14 compares the cost of CG and PCG with those of the direct solvers, 
for solving the two problems with thirty load vectors on an 8 x 8-grid. Here, the factorization for 
the preconditioner is counted only once. These results suggest that in the case of multiple load 
vectors, parallel direct solvers will be highly competitive for two-dimensional problems, even if 
the rate of convergence of CG or PCG is independent of mesh size. (We remark that 
synchronization costs for the CG inner products are of low order for the problem sizes 
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Fig. 14. Comparison of conjugate gradient and direct solves for thirty load vectors, k = 8. 
considered here.) Together, the two figures show that for the accuracy desired, high-order basis 
functions are superior to low-order basis functions. 
For the test problem (5.1) we estimate the value of 1 - p for CG and for PCG with a 
particular low-order preconditioner, for several values of n and p. (These estimates are based on 
the experiments [6].) For each p, the elements and super-elements are the same, and local 
elimination of the internal unknowns is performed in each element. G^ is the global interface 
matrix corresponding to the remaining side and nodal unknowns, and the preconditioner C? is 
the submatrix of G^ corresponding to p = 1. The results are shown in Table 2. The entries are the 
average values of I( e(j) ]I Jl] e(j-r) 11 n, taken over the first ten iterations of CG, using a zero 
right-hand side and smooth initial guess. The left-hand table is for unprecondifioned CG, and 
the right-hand table is for preconditioning of the p-version interface operator by the h-version 
interface operator. 
Table 2 
Average decay factors for CG applied to the p-version interface operator, without preconditioning (left) and with 
preconditioning by the p = 1 operator (right) 
n p=2 p=4 p=6 p=8 p=lO n p=2 p=4 p=6 p=8 p=lO 
2 0.383 0.521 0.572 0.616 0.635 2 0 0.473 0.537 0.574 0.614 
4 0.595 0.644 0.672 0.699 0.714 4 0.335 0.470 0.514 0.571 0.623 
6 0.673 0.689 0.721 0.743 0.749 6 0.357 0.475 0.516 0.563 0.609 
8 0.744 0.762 0.765 0.770 0.775 8 0.354 0.472 0.512 0.554 0.600 
10 0.794 0.808 0.805 0.804 0.806 10 0.355 0.470 0.506 0.547 0.591 
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Table 3 
Average decay factors for two different bases 
p=4 p=s 
0.380 0.400 
0.251 0.328 
p=6 p=7 p=8 
0.503 0.468 0.577 
0.398 0.465 0.419 
p=9 p=lO 
0.492 0.580 
0.450 0.442 
p =11 
0.525 
0.470 
The right side of Table 2 shows that for PCG, the decay factor is independent of the mesh size 
and grows slowly with p. Combined with Figs. 13 and 14, the data shows that for this problem, 
direct solvers are competitive with PCG if many load vectors are present, and that PCG is 
superior for just one load vector. This conclusion carries over to any problems with decay factors 
in the range of the table (0.5-0.6). The left side of Table 2 shows that (as expected) the decay 
factors 1 - p for unpreconditioned CG grow with increasing numbers of elements; for fixed p 
and large enough n, p behaves like l/n. This is consistent with the results of [8], where it is 
shown that for p = 1, and (simpler) interfaces consisting of a set of nonintersectioning curves, the 
condition number of the unpreconditioned matrix 6 is proportional to the number of unknowns 
on the interfaces. (This number is O(n’) for Table 2.) Extrapolation of these results to our 
interfaces suggests that p behaves like l/( kfi), and therefore unpreconditioned CG will have 
values of 1 - p near one. Thus, we do not expect unpreconditioned CG to be competitive with 
direct solvers. 
As we have noted, however, the performance of PCG depends on the choice of basis functions 
(as well as other considerations such as regularity of the mesh), even after internal elimination. 
For example, Table 3 shows the average over ten iterations of the decay factor 
1) e(j) ]] E/l] e(j-‘) ]I n, for PCG on one square element, with a random initial guess, using both 
the Qp and Qi basis functions. Figures 13 and 14 can be used as a guideline for choice of solver. 
In particular, for problems with larger decay factors, direct solvers offer greater advantage. 
Finally, we remark that our model of parallel computation is a simplification of the situation 
for existing message passing machines, where overlap of computation and communication is 
possible and bidirectional links and richer interconnection schemes (hypercubes) exist. The 
simplified model was used to facilitate the analysis of the global direct solver (see Section 4.2). 
There is much more opportunity for overlap of communication and computation as well as 
bidirectional communication in the parallel nested dissection solver than in CG (Algorithm 6). 
Moreover, we expect richer interconnection schemes to decrease the cost of various relocations of 
block matrices required by the direct method (see Lemma A.1 of the Appendix). They would also 
cut the costs of inner products, but these are of low order for the problem sizes considered. Thus, 
we believe that our analysis is more pessimistic concerning direct solvers than iterative solvers. 
6. Conclusions 
We have considered some issues associated with parallel solution of linear problems arising 
from finite-element analysis. Although the quadratures required to set up these systems often 
occupy a substantial portion of the computational time, these computations are fully parallel; 
consequently, our focus has been on the costs of linear system solution. The general strategy 
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considered is to divide the problem among available processors, and perform local elimination 
wherever possible. The unknowns corresponding to “processor interfaces” are then computed 
using either direct solvers or iterative solvers. Some of the conclusions we have reached are: 
(1) The use of high-order elements appears to be a natural way to increase the amount of local 
computation and achieve accuracy. Hence, higher-order elements are preferable if higher 
accuracy is required, for problems where the solution has singularities of pointwise 
character. These are typical for problems in structural mechanics. 
(2) Sparse direct solvers based on nested dissection are applicable to systems arising from 
both the h- and hp-version of the finite-element method, and the factorization achieves 
efficiency of approximately 50% for large n and limited p. We expect some improvement 
over this figure on machines where computation and communication can be overlapped. 
(3) Sparse direct methods are highly competitive with PCG, especially in the case of multiple 
load vectors. This is despite the fact that triangular system solution does not achieve 
optimal order speedup. Since direct methods are also more robust than PCG, in the sense 
that there is no uncertainty concerning the decay factor, they are an attractive choice for 
two-dimensional problems. 
We expect these conclusions apply in more general settings than our model problem. However, 
our conclusions are only for the two-dimensional case and cannot be applied directly to 
three-dimensional problems. 
Appendix 
In this section we present proofs for the cost analyses of Sections 4.1 and 4.2. The costs of 
local elimination are derived from standard analyses of serial direct methods. 
Proof of Theorem 4. The operation counts are written in the form m* X (cost of p-version) + (cost 
on local interfaces). The costs for the p-version are derived from the standard analysis of dense 
elimination [14]: it is known that the number of multiplications required to factor a dense matrix 
of order (Y is ia’ + $Y’ - $Y. The result follows from the facts that in most elements, A has 
order (Y = :( p - 2)( p - 3) and B is a full matrix with 4p columns. The result for local interfaces 
follows directly from George’s original analysis of nested dissection [13]. We only consider the 
case of k >, 4, so that the costs are determined by the (internal) super-elements, which have four 
boundaries. Hence, in George’s terminology, the operation counts are those for elimination of 
“ interior subsets” in the dissection, as in [13, p.360, Lemma A.21. At the jth step, for 
1 <j < log, m, these counts are (m/2’)*(% X 23jp3 - 17 X 2*jp* - p X 2’~ + 3) and the num- 
ber of nonzeros in the jth section of the factors is (m/2’)*(4 X 2*jp* - 13 X 2’~ + 3). The total 
is obtained by summing these expressions for j = 1 to log, m. Cl 
Now consider the parallel global matrix factorization (Algorithm 3). The analysis presented is 
a generalization of the analysis of [ll]. Data is arranged as follows. Prior to the elimination of 
the interior cross at the tth step, S(l) is a block pr x p,-matrix, where for 1 < t < log, k - 2, pt = 
12. SC’) has the the nonzero pattern of Fig. 5, and only the block upper triangle is needed. Each 
block of Set) has order 8, = 2’-‘d (where d = mp), and its 8: entries are distributed on a 
K, X rc,-grid or processors, where K, = 2’. When it is convenient, we use the symbols S, K and 6 
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and omit the counter t. The following result summarizes the costs of the large scale computations 
(Cholesky factorization, block forward solve and matrix-matrix product) that are performed one 
or more times during each of four steps. (Values for the parameter Y are given in Table A.2.) 
Lemma A.1. If the matrix S of Algorithm 2 contains blocks of order 6, and each of the blocks is 
equidistributed on a K X K-grid of processors, then the individual large scale computations used in a 
parallel implementation of Algorithm 2 can be implemented with the following costs: 
r factorizations: (r+2)K-2, arithmetic steps, 
(r + 2)K - 3, communication steps, 
r block forward solves: (r+2)K-2, arithmetic steps, 
(3r + 2)~ - (2r + 3), communication steps, 
r matrix-matrix products: rK, arithmetic steps, 
2rK - 2r, communication steps, 
where an arithmetic step consists of (S/K)~ multiplications, and a communication step consists of 
sending (6,‘~) 2 items of data to a neighboring processor. 
Proof. We consider the factorizations, block forward solves and matrix products separately. In 
the proof, individual matrices distributed on the processor grid are indexed according to their 
locations in the grid, i.e., if A is any such matrix, then A,, refers to the portion of A stored in 
the processor indexed by (p, v), 1 G p, v G K. The symbols S and L are reserved to refer to the 
matrices of Algorithm 2, i.e., Sii is a block of S, equidistributed among the processors. 
Cholesky factorization. Let A = MMT denote the Cholesky factorization of a block Sii, 
1 < i G 4. The factorization moves in a series of waves across the grid where each wave computes 
one column of M in the lower triangle of the processor grid and, simultaneously, an (identical) 
row of MT in the upper triangle (see [20]). The first wave is shown in Fig. A.l. Simultaneous 
steps of arithmetic ( aj) and communication (ci) are identified by diagonal lines. The steps are 
synchronized as in the figure, so that the costs of arithmetic are determined by the matrix-matrix 
products, which require (a/~) 3 multiplications; similarly, the communication cost is (a/~)~ 
words with one startup. The last step of this wave, which takes place in the (K, K) (bottom 
Fig. A.1. The first wave of a Cholesky factorization on a 4 X 4-processor grid. 
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B41 = 
Aa M$& 
a,’ 
Fig. A.2. The block forward solve for the first column on a 4 X4-processor grid. 
right)-processor, is completed after 2~ - I( = 7) steps of arithmetic and 2~ - 2( = 6) steps of 
communication. The second wave is performed on the lower right (K - 1) X (K - I)-grid of 
processors, beginning in processor (2, 2) at step u4. The factorization is completed after 3~ - 2 
arithmetic and 3~ - 3 communication steps. When Y factorizations are pipelined (we are 
concerned only with Y = 1, 2), it is necessary that the waves of each factorization do not collide 
with any from an earlier one. This is achieved by having each factorization begin K steps after 
the previous one, in the (1, 1) processor. The cost of r factorizations is then (r + 2)~ - 2 
arithmetic steps and (Y + 2) K - 2 communication Step. 
Block forward solue. There are r computations of the form B = M-IA, where M is the lower 
triangular factor distributed in the lower triangle of the processor grid, and A and B are square 
matrices equidistributed among the processor grid. (In Algorithm 2, M = Lii and A = Si, for 
some appropriate i, j.) The block solve requires one sweep across the grid for each column of A. 
Figure A.2 shows the computation of { BP, 1 1 < Al. < K >, with the result stored in the diagonal 
processors. 2~ - 1 arithmetic steps and 2~ - 2 communication steps are needed. If all the block 
columns of A have been positioned in the left processor column, then this step can be pipelined: 
the computation for the ith column begins at (arithmetic) step i and ends at step i + 2~ - 2. 
Similarly, the computation for r block matrices A requires (r + 2)~ - 2 arithmetic steps and 
(r + 2) K - 3 communication steps. As above, the cost of each step is (8,‘~)~ multiplications and 
( &/K)~ communication with one startup. There is a preprocessing cost of r( K - 1) communica- 
tion steps to position the columns of A, and a postprocessing cost of r( K - 1) to correctly place 
the computed columns of B.3 The total is (r + 2)~ - 2 arithmetic steps and (3r + 2)~ - (2r + 3) 
communication steps. 
Matrix-matrix product. These computations have the form BTA, which requires a bidirectional 
horizontal communication of all columns of BT (see footnote 3) and, simultaneously, bidirec- 
tional vertical communication of all rows of A. This is followed by the block matrix sum 
3 In the postprocessing step, B,j is moved (horizontally) from the diagonal processor (i, i) to processor (i, j). Since 
BT is required for the matrix-matrix product of Algorithm 2, Bi, is simultaneously moved (vertically) to processor 
(j, 9. 
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Table A.1 
Number of instances of large scale computations in Algorithm 2 
i l<t<log, k-2 t=log,k-1 t=log, k 
1 and 2 2 factorizations 
12 solves 
42 matrix products 
3 1 factorization 
9 solves 
45 matrix products 
4 1 factorization 
8 solves 
36 matrix products 
2 factorizations 2 factorizations 
8 solves 4 solves 
14 matrix products 6 matrix products 
1 factorization 1 factorization 
5 solves 1 solve 
15 matrix products 1 matrix product 
1 factorization 1 factorization 
4 solves 
10 matrix products 
cpy = c”,=,M7p)TA,v in processor (p, u). The cost is TK arithmetic steps and 2u( K - 1) communi- 
cation steps. 0 
Table A.1 shows the number r of times each of the large scale tasks is done. The rows of the 
table correspond to places where the factorizations and forward solves can be pipelined. 
Substitution of the values of r from Table A.1 into the expressions of Lemma A.1 then gives the 
number of steps required to perform Algorithm 2. 
Lemma A.2. Under the hypotheses of Lemma A.l, the number of steps needed in a parallel 
implementation of Algorithm 2 is as follows: 
arithmetic steps: communication steps: 
16%~~ - 12, 349K6, - 322, 1~ t < log, k - 2, 
72K, - 12, 145K, - 130, t = log, k - 1, 
26~~ - 10, 43K, - 39, t = log, k. 
Let T(‘) denote the lower right square submatrix of SCr) below row 4; for t G log, K, T(‘) is an 
8 x S-block matrix. After the elimination, the block upper triangle of the lower right of T(‘) has 
filled in. Prior to this computation, four such 8 X 8-block matrices on four separate K,_, X K,_~- 
processor subgrids are redistributed to the t th grid and merged into S = SC’). The cost of this 
operation is summarized by the following result. 
Lemma A.3. For the matrix S of Lemma A.l, the number of communication steps needed to merge 
the local matrices at step t of Algorithm 3 is 
20K,, t=l, 
24u, - 4, 2<t<log, k-l 
8~~ - 4, t = log, k. 
Proof. For t G log, k - 1, let T = T (1) denote the 8 x 8-matrix from step t - 1 as above, and let 
the four subdomain quadrants be denoted { Dij (1 < i, j < 2) (see Fig. 5). T is associated with 
one of the quadrants, without loss of generality, D,,,. Each block of T has order $8 and is 
distributed on the +K, x +K,-grid. Now let T be relabeled as a block 4 X 4-matrix in which each 
new block is square (of order 8,) and contains four old blocks. Let U denote one of these new 
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blocks of T, by definition, U can also be thought of as divided into four quadrants. The data 
movement needed for merging is to move each quadrant of U to the corresponding quadrant of 
processors for the subdomains. The relocation of U can proceed in the following four steps: 
(1) Move U,,, from quadrant (1, 1) to quadrant (1, 2) (clockwise). 
(2) Move U,,, from quadrant (1, 1) to quadrant (2, 1) (counterclockwise). 
(3) Move i& from quadrant (1, 1) to quadrant (1, 2) (clockwise). 
(4) Move I!_& from quadrant (1, 2) to quadrant (2, 2) (clockwise). 
There are 10 nonzero blocks of the form of U in T, so that 40 movements of this type are needed 
to relocate all of T. At each step, data must be moved across +K~ processors, so that the number 
of communication steps is 200~~. Data from the other three quadrants is simultaneously 
relocated in an analogous manner. This is all the communication required for t G log, k - 1, 
except that prior to these steps, the lower left quadrant of the (new) diagonal blocks of T (in the 
(2, l)-position) are not explicitly represented when t > 1; these quadrants can be made available 
at cost 4( K, - 1). The same analysis applies for t = log, K, except in this case T is a 4 X 4-block 
matrix, or 2 x 2 after relabeling, and only two transpose blocks must be computed. q 
Proof of Theorem 9. The result is obtained by summing the expressions of Lemmas A.2 and A.3 
for t = 1 to log, k, and using the values 8, = +2’d, K, = 2’, and the facts that each arithmetic step 
requires ( S,/K,)~ = $d 3 multiplications and each communication step requires one startup plus 
sending of ( at/~*)2 = id 2 words. Cl 
The analysis of the global forward and back solution steps is similar. We consider only the 
forward solve, for which the large scale computations are lower triangular matrix solves and 
matrix-vector products. Table A.2 shows the number of such computations required for S load 
vectors. Every right-hand side b = b(‘) at step t is (for t < log, k - 2) a vector with 12 blocks of 
size St; assume that each of these blocks is distributed among the diagonal processors of the 
K, X K,-grid. If there are S such right-hand sides, then the cost of the forward elimination is 
determined from the following result. Values of Y come from Table A.2. 
Lemma A.4 On a K X K-processor grid, the individual large scale computations of Algorithm 4 can 
be implemented with the following costs: 
rs forward solves: 2K+rS-2, arithmetic steps, 
4K + 3rs - I, communication steps, 
rs matrix-vector products: rs, arithmetic steps, 
2K+S-2, communication steps (i = 1, 2, 3), 
2K + rs - 2, communication steps (i = 4), 
where an arithmetic step consists of ( &/K)~ multiplications and a communication step consists of 
sending a/~ items of data to a neighboring processor. 
Proof. The operations and costs required for rs forward solves are as follows. 
(1) Relocate rs vectors from the diagonal processors to the leftmost processors in the grid. 
With pipelining, the cost is K + rs - 2 communication steps. 
(2) Compute rs solves of the form b + M-lb. Here, M is some triangular factor Lii produced 
by Algorithm 3 (see the proof of Lemma A.l). The cost is 2~ + rs - 2 arithmetic steps and 
2K + 4s - 3 communication steps. Each resulting b is located in the diagonal processors. 
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Table A.2 
Number of instances of large scale computations in Algorithm 4 
i l<t<log,k-2 
1 and 2 2s solves 
12s matrix products 
3 s solves 
9s matrix products 
4 s solves 
8s matrix products 
t=log, k-l 
2s solves 
8s matrix products 
s solves 
5s matrix products 
s solves 
4s matrix products 
t=logz k 
2s solves 
4s matrix products 
s solves 
s matrix product 
s solves 
(3) Distribute each b across processor columns, i.e., move a copy of the part of b in the 
(p, p)-processor to each processor (p, v), 1 < Y < K. The cost is K + rs - 2 communication 
steps. 
The KS matrix-vector products then require KS arithmetic steps, using the matrices S,; 
constructed by Algorithm 3. The results must ultimately be summed across the processor rows 
and stored in the diagonal processors. At step i of Algorithm 4, 1 < i < 3, it is only necessary to 
do this for each (of s versions of) bj+ Ir which requires K + s - 2 communication steps. At step 
i = 4, rs accumulations are required, at cost K + rs - 2 communication steps. 0 
Lemma A.5. The number of steps needed in a parallel implementation of Algorithm 5 is as follows: 
arithmetic steps: communication steps: 
6~~ -I- 33s - 6, 15K, + 22s - 27, 1 < t < log, k - 2, 
6~, + 21s - 6, 15K, + 18s - 27, t = log, k - 1, 
6~~ + 9s - 6, 14#, + 14s - 23, t = log, k. 
Proof. Substitute the values of r from Table A.2 into the expressions of Lemma A.4. 0 
Lemma A.6 The number of communication steps needed to merge s local load vectors at step t of 
Algorithm 5 is 
SK, + 16s - 3, 1~ t < log, k - 1, 
+K,+ 8S- 3, t = log, k. 
Proof. We only discuss the case 1 < t < log, k - 1. Before the elimination step there are four 
quadrants of :K, X ire,-processor grids. For every load vector b, there are eight blocks { bj}& 
distributed among the diagonal processors in each of these quadrants. The strategy for merging is 
to move the even numbered blocks b6, b,, bI,,, b,, down, to the diagonal processors of the lower 
(southern) quadrants, and the odd numbered blocks b,, b,, b,, b,, up (north). The cost is 
2(irc, + 4s - 1) communication steps for the bidirectional move. Then, in the north quadrants, all 
eastern data is moved west to the diagonal blocks, and in the south quadrants, all western data is 
moved east. The cost is ;K, + 8s - 1 communication steps. 0 
Proof of Theorem 10. Sum the expressions of Lemmas A.5 and A.6 for t = 1 to log, k, where 
each arithmetic step requires ( c$/K~)~ = id 2 multiplications and each communication step 
requires one startup plus sending of &/K, = id words. q 
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Proof .of Theorem 11. The local cost comes directly from expression (4.1) of Theorem 4. For the 
global factorization, it is necessary to store each filled-in version of SCr) computed by Algorithm 
2. For all t, the nonzero blocks of SC’) are dense of order a,, and they are distributed on a 
K, X K,-grid, so each block requires (8,/~,)* = id * locations per processor, where d = mp. The 
number of such blocks is 126 for 1~ t G log, k - 2, and 54 and 14 for t = log, k - 1 and 
t = log, k, respectively. Since both SCr) and [sc’)lT are used (see footnote 3), little advantage is 
taken of symmetry; the only exception is on the diagonal, where just the lower triangular factor 
Lli must be stored. Hence, 
+d2(126(log2 k - 2) + 54 f 14) - :+d2(12(log2 k - 2) + 8 + 4) 
= 30d2 log, k - Fd* 
storage locations are needed in each processor. q 
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